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Intro

Know a lot about how environmental circumstances contributes to SES; 
know much less about genetics’ contribution

Research program that ignores genetics cannot provide full picture

Study causal relation between genetics, economic choices, and income

Genetic measure: polygenic index for educational attainment (EA PGI)

Identification: one’s PGI is random conditional on PGIs of one’s parents



Polygenic Index (PGI)

Polygenic index (PGI) is weighted average of one’s genotypes:
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Weights 𝑤" come from GWAS (Okbay et al. forthcoming)

EA PGI explains 12% of cross-sectional variation in EA



Data & Empirical Strategy

UK Biobank = (N ≈ 44,000)

Restrict to participants with European genetic ancestries

𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑃𝐺𝐼! + 𝛾𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝐺𝐼! + 𝑢! (1)

𝛽 provides unbiased estimate of causal effect of EA PGI 









Empirical Strategy – Cont.
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Most outcomes are binary and 𝜀! is continuous

Instead of E 𝑌 𝜀], show Pr 𝜀 𝑌)
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1 SD EA PGI ⇒ 2.7 p.p.







1 SD EA PGI ⇒ 2.1%







1 SD EA PGI ⇒ 1.7 p.p.





























1 SD EA PGI ⇒ -1.3 p.p.
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Conclusion

Genetics affects educational and occupational choices and income

These choices mediate the relationship between the EA PGI and income

Suggestive evidence that fluid intelligence and present focus explain the 
effects of genetics on economic choices

Genetic effects are economically meaningful



Conclusion – Cont.

Effects of genetics on economic choices do not reflect fixed, biological 
relationships; they change with environmental conditions



“…claiming that genetic differences between people are meaningless
does not make the power of the genome go away. Rather, failing to
recognize the genetic lottery as a systemic force that creates inequalities
does exactly what eugenic ideology would want—permits those
genetically associated inequalities to persist as “natural” rather than
being critically examined.”

(Harden 2021)




